DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY ADMISSIONS 2019

TOTAL APPLICATIONS: 1,463
SUMMER ADMITS: 40
FALL ADMITS: 40

ACADEMIC AVERAGES

**GRE**
- **Quantitative**: 155
- **Verbal**: 153
- **Analytical**: 4

**GPA**
- **Cumulative**: 3.55
- **Prerequisite**: 3.65

UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS
- Physiology: 5%
- Biology: 13%
- Exercise Science: 2%
- Other Science: 5%
- Other: 7%
- Health Science: 20%
- Kinesiology: 48%

GENDER

**SUMMER**
- 42% Female
- 58% Male

**FALL**
- 50% Female
- 50% Male

Chapman University
9401 Jeronimo Road, Irvine, CA 92618
www.chapman.edu/pt